Dear Mare Owner:
Thank you for your interest in our stallion SBR Formula One and working with us here at Sun Colors
Ranch LLC. We appreciate that we are able to have such a wonderful stallion, and truly good horse, here
to manage and look forward to sharing him through his get. We have continued to offer him to the
general public and have decided to keep his breeding fees low in comparison with other stallions of his
similar caliber and facilities of comparable abilities and experience, include extended guarantees and
options within the contract such as changing to a future season or suing an alternate mare changes. In
consideration of all these offerings we will not have promotional discounts to offer, and we will be
limiting the number of mares booked by focusing on contracting with mare owners that are in line with
our expectations and goals of getting mare pregnant quickly and efficiently. This limited booking format
is in that we aren’t the stallion owner that is going to contract with just every mare owner that contacts
us, we are looking to work with those that are dedicated to the process and work with a vet/breeding
person that is as well. We don’t want for you or us to have to take 3 times the amount of time and
resources than it should in a season. You and the person managing your mare need be on the same page
with us, and we expect that the person managing your mare to be well experienced in common and
current AI industry protocols, very available to you when needed, and communicates with us well. Keep
in mind Mother Nature does not follow everyone’s personal calendar unfortunately so keep that in mind
if you have a high maintenance job that is hard to get away from when you need to deal with your mare,
or vacations planned, etc during the breeding season months. Diligence is expected and a priority so as
to not waste yours or our time, money or efforts.
Our 2017 fees are as follows: Stud fee is $950 (includes booking of $250), Collection is $200 (includes
EquiSaver container, processed cooled semen to industry standard, and full disclosed evaluation
paperwork of semen), and FedEx overnight shipping is actual charges and mare owner provides a FedEx
number to be used (generally between $75-$125 depending on location, insurance amount, etc). We are
well experienced in collection/shipping and all processes will be conducted to industry standard. All
breeding contracts include live foal guarantee. We also offer all bookings a breed back option for
following year and an alternate mare option, if your mare does not become pregnant, at no addition
booking or stud fee costs. Our contracts are very inclusive and every aspect is well explained and you
know our expectations and inclusions up front in detail.
Please don’t hesitate to talk with us should you have any questions. We look forward to hearing back
from you and hope that you are on the same track as us regarding future breeding goals so that we can
book your mare and work together.
Best regards,
Jessica Hanson, Sun Colors Ranch LLC
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